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Name:  __________________ 
please print your name clearly 

 

EE 102-01 Exam No. 3 (100pts. - 30% of the final grade) 
Do not use back side for answers.  Back side of this test will not be graded.  Attach more pages if necessary. 

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ FINAL: __ / __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, FINAL– total points and final grade in this course. 

Problem 1A (10pts.) 
Produce the printout resulted from running of the following program.  Each mistake costs 2 points up to 10. 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
 
void puzzle1(int a[], int b[5], int *c, int &d) { 
    a[0]=31; b[1]=32; c[2]=33; d=34; c=(int*)35; 
} 
 
void main() { 
    int e[6]={11, 12, 13, 14, 15}; 
    puzzle1(e, e, e, e[4]); 
    for (int i=0; i<6; i++) cout << "\t" << e[i]; 
} /* Note: one number per underlined spot, not all spots needs to be filled 
 
      ___     ___     ___     ___     ___     ___     ___     ___     ___ 
*/ 

Problem 1B (5pts.) 
Produce the printout resulted from running of the following program.  Each mistake costs 1 point up to 5. 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
void main() { 
    int a[5]={0, 1, 2, 3, 4}; 
    for (a[3]=0; a[3]<=a[4]; a[3]++) 
        cout << "\t" << a[a[3]]; 
} /* Note: one number per underlined spot, not all spots needs to be filled 
 
      ___     ___     ___     ___     ___     ___     ___     ___     ___ 
*/ 

Problem 1C (5pts.) 
Answer the following questions by writing in value or circling the correct answer: 
double A[10]; // declared as a local variable inside a function in a C++ program 
 
1C1. The first array A element has the index value of      _____ 
 
1C2. The last array A element has the index value of       _____  
 
1C3. The array A has the following number of elements      _____ 
 
1C4. The initial values of the array elements are:    unpredictable   zero-filled 
 
1C5. To pass the whole array to a function FN write:  FN(A);  FN(A[]);  FN(A[10]); 
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Problem 2 (20pts.) 
Implement a function that searches for the starting position of the second integer number inside of the character 

array string S. The string contains some integer numbers separated each time by one space. The string is terminated 

with ‘\0’.  Please return the array position of the first digit of the second number. In case the array is empty or has 

only one number return -1. Hint: in a loop count space characters but be prepared to exit early if ‘\0’ is found. 

int find_2nd_number(const char S[]) { 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
} 

Problem 3A (10pts.) 
Write a function that computes and returns the average of N numbers that are passed in array data. However, in case 

N==0 the function should generate (throw) an integer exception instead of dividing the by N. 

double average(const double data[], int N) { 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
} 

Problem 3B (10pts.) 
Write a piece of code that catches possible integer exception thrown by a function called as shown below. In case of 

exception set the result to 0. Modify the code provide provided below by crossing out and/or writing additional lines. 

double A[100]; int count; 
… // data read from a file into the array – skipped 
double result; 
 
 
 
result = some_function(A, count); 
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Problem 4 (20pts.) 
The code provided below could be a solution to one of your recent homework but it requires some corrections. Answer 

very briefly each of the following questions marked in bold or correct marked line as requested in case an error really 

occurred.  Be specific and brief, and provide your answer next to the question.   

Each incorrect, missing or irrelevant answer costs four points until twenty is reached. 

#include <iostream> 
#include <fstream> 
#include <iomanip> 
using namespace std; 
// 1. Do we need all of the incluided libraries?  yes / no, we don't need _______ 
 
int main() { 
    char fin[25], fout[25]; 
    cout << "Please provide two file names separated by one space "; 
    cin >> fin >> fout; 
// 2. Can we type more than one space between the file names?   yes / no 
 
// 3. Can we enter a file name with a space inside of it?       yes / no 
    ifstream ifs(fin); 
    if (!ifs.is_open()) {  
        cout<< "ERROR: cannot read from." << endl; return(1); 
    } 
 
    ofstream ofs(fout); 
    if (!ofs.is_open()) { 
        cout<< "ERROR: cannot write to." << endl; ifs.close(); return(2); 
    } 
 
    int lines=0; 
 
 
    // 4. correct the line above if necessary 
 
    for (;;) { 
        char line[1024]; 
        ifs.getline(line, 1024); 
     // 5. under what circumstances we do expect this reading to fail? 
 
 
        if (ifs.fail()) break;  
        lines++; 
 
 
        ofs << "/* " << line << " */ " << lines << endl; 
 
        // 6. correct the line above if necessary 
    } 
    ifs.clear(); 
    ifs.close(); 
    ofs.close(); 
 
    cout << endl << lines << " lines processed." << endl; 
 
    return(0); 
} 
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Problem 5 (20pts.) 
Write a complete program in C++ that asks the user for her or his first and last name that is up to 80 characters and 

may include spaces. Ensure that in case user enters more than 80 characters your program still runs correctly. In case 

user presses enter (empty name) ask again (do-while loop?). Upon successful entering of the name print to the screen 

text “Hello xxx yyy!” Where “xxx yyy” is the name entered by the user.  

Your code for the complete program goes here 


